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fti IwlffM
The determination of tho exact ataount of lactic acid
In solution hao boon a cubJoet under investigation oinco
around 1090* Tho naaaurenoiit of tho araount of this acid
in naturally fernonted beverages has boon and is atill boing
uood in Lurope as a <juality control noasuro in tho fomenta-
tion industries. As a result of tho lnportanco of this
doternination to tho fermentation industry, nany of the early
investStations of the detomin&tion havo boon done by this
group and appear frequently in tho i-roneh, Qornan, and other
ISuropean Journals of the food and beverage industries. The
normal amount of lactic acid in wines is variously reported
as being between 1.2 and 0*4 grans per liter.
More recently, particularly sinee it has bocone evident
tliat laatlc acid probably plays an important role in tho
metabolism of human body tissue, tha determination of lactic
acid lias asauned additional importance. In work of this typo
the amount of laotic acid available for analysis is necessarily
small and it haa become evident tliat the methods of the wine
industries wore inadequate since, in noat cases, tho probablo
error would exceed tlio total mount of lactic acid in the
sample* Workers in this newer lino of investigation then turned
thoir attontion from those older, well-known methods to other
2mor6 methods which will bo described later to the
rovlow ^ literature. Shoso more recently developed methods,
together with the old routine r^thoda of the fermentation
industries sad a few other occasional procedure* which have
boon developed for special use, represent the majority of
tho work which has been done to date on the determination of
lact?.c acid*
jj| , iroaent Investigation
Part of the original purpose of the preaent Investigation
wee to measure the amount of lactic aeid which la preaent
In certain fermontlng brines ae a result of tho nornal
bacterial fomentation of sugars to lactio acid, since otJior
aclda may be preaent, a titration with standard alkali may
not give a true measure of tho amount of lactic acid precant.
There are also ether conditions which roller the simple
titration 2nacourato*
The method which appeared boot suited, for tho preaent
neods was choeen from tho literature and, in ordor to eotabliah
the propor technique, the method was tried on a known solution
of lactic acid. In the course of this preliminary work there
arose certain theoretical coneiderationa aa well as certain
technical problems which scorned worthy of further Investigation.
It io tho plan, therefore, to present the findings of the
Investigations on the method, and further, to make a comparison
of the amount of lactic acid present in typical brines aa
measured by ordinary titration and by the newer oxidation motJiod
which is believed to be more specific for lactic acid.
3imim of the xjwmm
A» Methods of Analyola .Tiwolv&ig the Isolation
,
Of Lactic Jfljfl H BMSfeg) Lactato
Many of tho early methods for the determination of
lactic acid arc based 035 a separation of the barium salt of
lactic acid in alcohol* 2h a solution of 76 per cent ethyl
alcohol and 26 per cent water, barium lactate Is completely
soluble and la separated (as tliat salt) from such insoluble
barium compounds as barium citrate, tartrate, and succinate.
Other Interfering substances arc removed previously, Aiaong
these interfering substances are sugars and other ether-
Insoluble substances which are eliminated by means of an
ether extraction, and volatile acids, chiefly acetic and
formic, which are removed by steam distillation.
1« Detenalnation of Lactic Acid as Barium Oxide
.
,
.
,
_ _
ffothqd of Jfoslfoaor
Itoslincor (1) In 1901, working on the deternlnation of
tl^o acMs of wine, was the orlcinator of a nothod based on
tho separation of bar.tun lactate In 75 per cent alcohol.
Briefly, hie method involved a steam distillation of 50-100 c.c.
of wine, followed by neutralisation of tho residue with barium
hydroxide and the addition of barium chloride. This was fol-
lowed by evaporation on a ctean bath to 25 c.c, and tho addi-
tion of 75 c.c. of 05 per cent alcohol and filtration.
4After evaporation, the filtrate ma Qahcd and toe amount
of barium oxide Reseat determined by direct titration. The
alkalinity of the ach was a neasuro of tho lactlo acid
present. The method was rather crude but was reasonably
simple and served as a nethod In the routine analysis of
+m until Proved In lae by Roettgon (2) and In 10X4 by
Baraeiola and SchuppU <3} # neottgen added calcium Ion to
tho solution $ttt before the addition of alcohol, while
Sarnie-la md schuppli, after a complete examination of the
method for errors, nado the ibllowlns ^commendations in the
procediirej firot
, removal of tho excess of barium chloride
before tho final evaporation, since it was found that in the
ashing somebarium chloride was converted by carbon to barium
oxide* second, use of a smaller sample to avoid losses of
barium lactate due to occlusion, and third, use of a mac
tlonatinc connection in the steam distillation to avoid leases
of lactic acid. These same authors (3) node this statonenti
"There is an Inherent error due to organic bases and tartaric,
phosphoric, and malic acids which may form condensation
products with lactic acid. This error cannot be avoided
Ml the present time," The error Is probably Inherent in the
method at the preaent time.
hater. In 1916, Roettgen (4) In a continuation of his
previous work found that with alight modifications the results
wore higher, m 1914, Gaaparini (ftj round that the method of
Stealing (1) as used in his laboratory was toe most suitable
for the quantitative determination of lactic acid in winen.
52. Determination of Lactic Acid as Barium Sulfate
^ Wtt&MJMKA
.
In the alow year that Mosllnger (I) published his
wethod and In th© mm Journal another method for the quanti-
tative determination of laetic acid in trine was published by
Euns (0), The technique for the Kutjs methed is more compile
cated than that for Moslincor's method and involves tlio
following stops* A 200 e,e# sample of wine Is evaporated to
2/3 volume with th© addition of an excess of barium hydroxide.
Th© concentrated liquid la acidified ay& extracted with ether
to i*emove sugar© and other ether~insolubl© mterlal, 'rfater
is added to the other extract and the mixture evaporated to
remove the other, 'Hie aqueous solution Is steam distilled to
remove the volatile aeido, then made subtly alliaim© with
barium hydroxide, and concentrated to 10 e.c, Sufficient 05
per cent alcohol Is added to brine tlxe concentration up to 75
per cent and the solution is filtered, The filtrate is
evaporated to dryness and the residue talcen up in water.
Hydrochloric acid and sodium sulfate are added and the barium
sulfate precipitate Is weighed. In tills procedure the lactic
acid Is represented by barium sulfate.
In hie aeries of investigations to determine the best
method for the determination of lactic acid in wines, Roettgen
(7), In 1914, showed that the methods of JCunis (6) and
ISoslingor (1) had failed to agree in oar1lor experiments, but
later, repeating tie nork on six different wines, the author
found that the two swthode agreed.
u
6
A
f
.q.A..C* l-tothod. The official method of tho Aaoociatlon
of Official Agricultural Chemists for the determination of
lactic acid in tho prosonco of otlior organic acids is based
on tills original method of Kuns (6) and ma published in 192G
by Uolson (0). Tills method differs from the original only
In tho preliminary treatment of the sample which troatoont
necessarily varioa with the type of matorial to be analyzed*
An improvement Is made whereby lactic acid la identified in
the final filtrate by crystalo of quinine lactqte. The nothod
gives from 02,5 to 97*9 por cent on 0.03 to 1*0 grans of
lactic acid in the presence of 0*20 to 1*0 grama of each of
tho following acids l citric, tartaric* malic* acetic, and
benaolc*
flj i ;;top Titration Method
Another general method for the determination of lactic
acid baaed on a separation in 75 per cent alcohol solution
is the step tltx*atlon method originated by Tillnana and v/olll
(0) in 1929. Tli© method was devised for use In routine wine
analysia and follows the general stops of the Uoslingor (1)
method through tlie separation in 75 per cent alcohol solution*
After decolorisation* tho filtrate is titrated with 0.1N
sodium hydroxide until alkaline to phonolplittiaLoln and then
titivated back to pH 3*2 with standard hydrochloric acid* The
hydrochloric acid used la a measure of the amount of lactic
acid present* The authors claim tiiat tho results obtained by
thle motliod agree with those obtained by other methods.
7The claims are supported by an Investigation In 1930 by
Jtuffy (10) as a result of which ho rocamended the otop ti-
tration method of Tlllnanc and Weill (9) f for routine wlno
analysis, although for accuracy preferred tlie Moslinger
ach method as modified by Boraglola and Sohuppli (3) which
was dioctutood on page
Bonlfaal (11) In 1926 dovieod a stop titration method
for wlno analysis similar to that of Tlllnons and V/oHl in
wliich tho preliminary otoara diatlllatlon was onittod and
lactic and acotic acida woro measured together by the acid
used In back titration, Acotic acid woo then determined by
the usual distillation nothod and the lactic acid found by
difference. The merit of this Method was dallied to root in
its rapidity. Besulta showed it to be oa accurate ac tho of-
ficial Uoolinger (1) nothod. l-abre and Lomond (12) found
the I3onlfa.il nothod to bo accurate to within 0.32 grans of
lactic acid per liter of wine.
A nod-lfloation of tho method of Bonlfozl which simulates
tlx© original method of Moslinger was daaoribod in 1931 by
Hlchol (13). Instead of titrating the alcohol filtrate,
Tiichol (13) precipitated tho excess barium with carbon dioxide
and anlied the filtrate. The alkalinity of tho ash was a
measure of tho lactic and acotic acida present. As in the
r>onlfa?,l raetliod tlie amount of acotic acid had to bo determined
by distillation.
Among tho reasons for tlie evaporation of lactic acid
samples in tho presence of an excess of barium hyvlroxido 3s
the conversion of an apparently normally occurring lactic acid
8anliydride to tho froe acid. 'Xhe us© of this particular
alkali for tlio conversion was the subject or an investigation
by Berg and schuls© (14) who nadc tho interesting observation
that tho use or barium carbonate instead of barium hydroxide
during tho preliminary evaporation In the above methods
prevented the convoroion of sugar into lactic acid but per-
mitted tho conversion of lactic acid anliydrido into the
acid. They also mentioned that a frequent source of error
in th© hosllngor metliod was the use of too Siigh tsjatperaturcs
in ashing. At high temperatures barium chlorJd© may bo re-
duced to barium oxide by organic carbon, tlius leading to
high results.
Bonvegnin and Capt (15) In 1932 made the most recent
summary for lactic acid methods in wine analysis In which
they state that, "the method of Bonifazi (11) gives good re-
sults when tho lactic acid content is between on© and four
grams per liter and almost theoretical at 2,0 grams per liter.
Koaulta are uncertain outside this range and in tho j^oconco
of large amounts of sugars and proteins, She method of von
Fellonborg (17) is satisfactory in any case but the technic
is involved." The method of von Fellonborg (17) mentioned
in the above eussaary is part of a olmltaneous determination
of all tlio aeldo of wines* In this comprehensive study, lactic
acid is ultimately separated as tho silver salt. As th© autJioro
mentioned, the j>roeodur© is extremely Involved and is thus
unoultod for routine analysis.
3to hlg paper, von F'ellonbcrg C17) observed that "lacton*
woe not present In appreciable mounts in wine* It ia assuoed
by the present writer that "Incton" rerora to tho lactic acid
anhydride, wliich other authors have believed to bo
naturally la all wlnea and the hydrolysis of which la a stop
requiring specific treatment. As Mentioned before, the usual
treatment Is an evaporation to a small volum to tho presence
of an excess of bariua hydroxide, von rollcnberg la the only
author who baa boon found to deny tho proaonoo of appreciable
quantities or lactlo acid anhydride In wine. Finding on tho
preaenoe of audi an anhydride in dilute lactic acid solution*
which have boon laade by the present writer, will bo presented in
a subsequent part of this paper*
B. Methods Involving the Oxidation Of Lactic Acid
and, the PotoxKfoatlon, 0/ the, various Oxidation rrnhm.hn
In 1332, Clausen (Id), working on the lactic acid content
or urine and blood where the amount or lactic acid was oxtrowoly
round that the existing methods ror its determination were
inadequate. The permanganate aothod or von Fuorth and Chornass
(10), which will be described later, was available ror tlie deter-
taination of quantities or lactic acid greater than 10 or 20 ng*
but was not suitable ror the determination or quantities as little
as 0,2 iag# which, in *«any cases, was the toaxinun amount available
for analysis, The methods Involving the separation or bariura
lactate were also inadeqtiato, Tho use or tlie colorinotric nethods
10
was also discouraged. TJioso ooloriwetrlc methodo, whiah
appear in the more recent literature, will bo rationed Inter.
In reviewing the lltorature concerning lactic acid,
Clausen found that Jfciesnor (20) had reported a succenoful
quantitative oxidation of lactic acid to aeotaldehyde and
carbon monoxide by heating in a GO per cent sulfuric acid
solution. Prom this point the determination of lactic acid
depende only on ft* accurate determination of either the al-
dehyde or the carbon monoxide produced. She determination of
the aldeljyde was the more desirable, since, as Clausen pointed
out, the quantity of aeotaldehyde produced during the oxida-
tion was ouch more opeciflcally a measure of the amount of
lactic acid present in biological material than was the
quantity of carbon monoxide which might be produced under like
conditions.
To measure, accurately, the amount of acetaldohyde
Xiroduced, Clausen then made improvements on an old method for
the determination of aeotaldehyde, which had been published
in 1000 by Hipper (21). &» %W nothod is based on the
following equilibrium reaction
CI^CHO + -XfeH&Qg i==i GEfcGHGIISOalfct
aeotaldehyde
"aldehydo-bisulfite
complex"
which proooods quantitatively towards the right In faintly
acid oolntion, and to the left in alkaline solution,
It Is interestiiig to note at this point that from a
consideration of the electonic structure of the throe moloculoe
Involved in the aldehyde
-bisulfite equilibrium, it could
be predicted that the reaction would go, as it does, to the
right in acid solution and to the left in alkaline solution.
The following schematic drawings show the acetaldehyde
molecule and the bisulfite ion with their valence electrons:
HJ$:CiH nu+
":8s
00
acetaldehyde hisulfite
*
(,)(».) -i
Ke£
• electrons from C atoms
x
*» « H n
0
0 tt « a n
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" 8 *
The bisulfite ion with its pair of unshared electrons
at 1 and 2 possess the ability to present these electrons to
the carbon atom of acetaldehyde at 3 and 4. The transfer
if accomplished, would result in the occurence of a carbon
atom with 10 electrons and would be impossible except for
another electron shift which occurs at the same time. Hydrogen
ions are known to show strong electron-sharing tendencies,
and, therefore, in acid solution, it is possible that one pair
of the electrons in the double bond between the C and 0
atoms of the aldehyde is pulled away from the carbon atom to
satisfy the valence pull of Jaydrogen ions, with the formation
of the linkage Q g 0 in place of the linkage Co as
before. The electrons at 5 and G then, are the pair" which
originally were part of the carbon-oxygen double bond. By this
shift, therefore, it is possible for the sulfite ion in acid
solution to impose its two electrons on the carbon atom at
3 and 4 with tho formation of a compound with an electronic
From the above discussion it follows that the formation
of such a compound is possible only in acid solution, and
similarly, tliat the addition of alkali to a solution contain-
ing the compound would remove the hydrogen ion from the
oxygen of tho aldehyde group at (1) and therefore would split
off the bisulfite group at (2),
Ripper made use of the reaction towards the right
only, absorbing the highly volatile acetaldeliyde in an excess
of standard bisulfite and titrating the excess bisulfite
with standard iodin. Tlie amount of bisulfite bound by
aldehyde, and therefore tlie amount of lactic acid originally
present, was determined by the difference between the total
amount of bisulfite and the excess as determined by titration,
The Instability of the bisulfite solution on standing for only
a few minutes caused errors which Clausen eliminated by making
U3e of the roverce roaction in equation 1* After ronoving tlie
excess bisulfite with iodin he added alkali, freeing the
bound bisulfite, and immediately titrated the bisulfite, thus
liberated, with standard iodin, Tlie amount of iodin used in
titrating the bound bisulfite was a noasure of the amount of
lactic acid originally present,
Clausen has cited data to show that the results thus
obtained using the Meissuer 50 per cent sulfuric acid oxida-
tion and the modified nippor aldehyde-blsulfito titration are
structure ns follows!
I 13
accurate to 97 to 100 percent of tho theoretical in pur©
lactic acid aolut Ion containing as little ao 0,10 mg. and as
much as 45 mg. of lactic acid* II© also pointed out that
there are many sources of error in the determination wlien
applied to biological material, tong the substances which
might cauoo an error are beta^ydroay butyric acid, pyruvic,
Malic, tartaric, glycolllc, and citric acids, and phenols
All but the phenols yield bisulfite binding eubstanooa which
incur a poaitive error, while phenols cause a negative error;
Pyruvic acid my be eliminated as a source of error by an
ether extraction In the presence of biaulfits. Other inter*
ferine substances may be partially removed by preserlbod
treatment.
arehao and Brahdy (22) made slight dianges In the Clausen
r.ietliod, tho most outstanding of which is tho addition of a
second absorption tube to Insure complete absorption of all
tho acetaldehyde produced in tho oxidation. Other changes
wero made in an attempt to rmko tho improved method more
specific for lactic acid than was the original method.
g.. ?ermam;anato and Hannanoso Dioxide Oxldatfona
Boas (23) la 1093 found that lactic acid could be de~
tected, qualitatively, by oxldialng lactic acid to acetalde-
hyde with manganese dioxide in the presence of acid. The
presence of Iodoform, formed in the distillation of acetalde-
hyde into an alcoholic iodin solution, v/as a positive tost for
lactic acid.
14
Jerusalem (24) attempted to moke the method quantitative
for biological materials by dietmine tit© aldehyde vapors
Into water, adding an excess or standard iodin, and, after
allowing Ha* for the formation or Iodoform, titrate the
excess lodin with thioaulfate. He reported dotermlnationa
which wore 92 to 90 per cent of the theoretical value in
pure soliition, but voa Puerth later showed that the
method was theoretically incorrect because of an error In the
calculations. Von Puerth also indicated that the rentilts of
Jerusalem were Approximately correct since only about half of
the lactic acid yielded aldehyde.
In 1010, von Fuerth and Chamaea (26) evidently continu-
ing the work of Jerusalem, determined lactic acid by using
a ixjmanganato oxidation siiailar to tl*> one published by
Jerusalem (PA) and measuring the acetaldehyde formed, not
as Jerusalem did by conversion to iodoform* but by absorbing
the aldehyde in standard bisulfite and titrating the excess
bisulfite with iodin according to nippers method, !ZMs method
has boon previously described (21). A correction factor was
necessary, since only 00*2 per cent of a known, added lactic
acid solution was found to have boon recovered from unlsnown
solutions. The metliod was, nevertheless, an improvement over
that published by Jerusalem.
Later von Rierth and snot: or co-worker, Mondechoin,
found an error in the previous nethod of von Puerth and
ChamaKfl (10) due to the presence of beta-hydroxy butyric acid.
The acetone produced v*hon tlil0 acid la subjected to the
permanganate oxidation was distilled alone with acotaldebyde
froa the lactic acid, and formed an addition product nlailar
to the aldehydo-biaulfite compound. On titration, therefore,
acetone-producing substances, such as beta-hydroxy butyric
acid, were measured as lactic acid and results were too high.
This difficulty was overoorae by these investigators by
subjecting an aliquot of the aldehyde distillate to t roatment
with aodium peroxide. Under the prescribed treatment all
the acotaldebyde was destroyed end the acetone remaining was
again distilled into bisulfite. The difference between the
amount of iodin used in titrating this fraction and the
anount required to titrate the fraction containing both the
acetaldehydo and the acetone was the amount used to measure
the acotaldebyde, and therefore the amount of lactic acid
present.
Von Puerth and Ishihara (28) have applied the original
method of von Vuerth and Charnass to the determination of
lactic acid in urine and report good results. The main
feature of the newer method is the determination of lactic
acid in an ether extract of the original substance.
The first of a series of articles on the determination of
lactic acid in biological material, published as a result of
investigations by Friedomann and co-workers, appeared in 1927
under the authorship of Friedemann, Cotonio, and Schaffer
(29). The method fundamentally is that of ::ioae» original
potassium permanganate oxidation to acetaldehydo combined with
Clausen's modification of tho Ripper titration of the bi-
sulfito-aldehydo compound.
An lzaportant feature of this first in the series of
paper* by tliose workers is the addition of manganoua sulfate
to tho oxidation medium* The use of this salt is reported
to increase, materially, the rate of oxidation, thus allowing
a shorter oxidation period. The yield of acotaldehyde is
also Increased, Another feature is the use of a now simple
apparatus designed to affect immediate removal of aldehyde
vapors as coon as they are formed. The method is reported
to be reasonably accurate for quantities of lactic acid from
0,045 rag. to 100 rag.
In the second of tho series of publications, iriedenann
(30) showed that in determining the amount of lactic acid in
decomposing sugar solution, the analysis using tho method
previously reported from his laboratory (29) agreed with an
analysis made by tediously isolating and weighing the pure
alnc salt of lactic acid*
I^ter, in 1929, Frioderaann and Kendall (31) found that
in analyzing complex biological materlaic results were apt
to be high because of the oxidation and skmltanoous deter-
mination of allied substances. In an attempt to e liminate
this difficulty these authors made several recommendations,
all of them in an effort to cut down the potential of the
oxidizing agent, since from their experimental work It seemed
probable that those conditions which tended to reduce the
oxidation potential of tho system also tended to reduce the
amount of oxidation or other aubotoncos* At tiio 3a;:ie time
they found that theao conditions increased slightly tho
yield or acetaldehyda from lactic aold, Araong the recent*
nraadations which wore nade in on attempt to bring ab;nit a
reduction of the potential are, flrat, roduotion of Mm con*
contration cf the hydrogen Ion, U8ing phosphoric acid in place
of the 1 per cent (or more of) sulfuric acid, second, tho use
of larger amounts of mauganoua sulfate than had beon used
previously, and, third* the use of manganeae dioxide in place
of potassium permanganate aa an oxidant*
The statement Is nade by these authors that "at the
present tine there is no satisfactory procedure which will
yield reasonably reliable results on such complex Materials
as culture media or urine* " They justify the use of their
improved method, which they admit has weakneaaea, on tho basis
of tho fact that, although tho measurements aro not absolute,
they are constant, and aa a restilt of this constancy, changea
in lactic acid content can bo accurately determined* In this
respect tho method ia valuable. It is the belief of the
proaent writer that the statement of the authors, which ia
quoted above, Is an underestimation of the true value of their
own mot3iod#
The last report on the aeries of atudios by rriodenann
appeared in 1932 under tho authorship of Frledomann and
Graeser (32). They found that the proximity to pathological
laboratories, in which formaldehyde and acetone wore being used,
and an unusually cold aupply of water during the winter montha.
which made the reflex condensers too officiont, forced us to
abandon the aeration procedure first recommended." {29)
To overcome these more recent difficulties they substituted
a atopic distillation apparatus In the place cf the old aeration
apparatus, Glnoe this new procedure did not afford the do-
sired separation of interfering aldehyde and acetone vapors
that were obtained with the reflex type of condenser as used
in the aeration method, a more careful oxidation and more
complete and controlled preliminary treatment was necessary
in order to obtain good results. After a careful Investigation
of the proper conditions, the authors reported that there was
no apparent difference between the results obtained by the new
distillation procedure and the old aeration method.
Jfodified forms of apparatus for the determination of
lactic acid according to the methods of rriodemann et al havo
been suggested by Fuchs (33), Lleb and Zacherl (34) and West
(35). West describes a simplified apparatus which was designed
for use in the aeration procedure and which is available for
purchase at the A. II. Thomas Company in Philadelphia.
For the determination of lactic acid In blood Hueller-
Paroham (36) used an oxidation to acetaldehyde similar to that
described by Friedemann (29), but measured the bound bisulfite
differently. The "aldehyde-bieulfite" complex was dissociated
with di-aodium phosphate in the presence of an excess of
standard iodin, and the \inused iodln was measured with, standard
sodium arsenite. The improvement is assumed to have been
designed to eliminate the error due to air oxidation of sulfite.
T«o other BethoO* for tho aotominatlon of lactlo acid
an aeotaiaohjMo or to (Mm, BoUot (37) diatUlod
tho aldan^o ac Xtomd into an annoniacal aolutloa contain!^
codiua hydros. n» vmroduoou allvor TO0 dotoml™,,! and
ouotractod fro, tho amount orlyteally proaont. O. of
allwr roduooo. iy aoataldohydo « rjeamro of Uv) la<jUo
acid prosent.
Kith all the methods existing at tho present writing,
it seems undesirable to attest tho use of such an ratable
aubatance as ammoniacal silver for tho determination of
aoetaldehyde. The fact that no further use of thia method
has been reported In the literature since tho ordinal Is
suggestive of the Impracticability of such a method.
Leone and Tafurl (39) ore the originators of the other
*»thod. In their nethod, the acetaldehydo was diatlllod into
a telfen amount of hydroxylamlne with the resulting formation
of an oxirao. The oxceaa hydroxyzine wan titrated with
etandard eulfuric acid, using methyl orange as an indicator.
This method apparently has no value alnce its recurrence in
the literature lias not been observed.
3» Oxidation of Lactic Acid to Oxalic Acid by
i^yi.iaxyanate in Allailino Colution
In 19112, Dacon and Dunbar (39) reported a succeaaful
determination of lactic acid in tomato products, based on the
quantitative oxidation of lactic acid to oxalic acid by potassium
pexuangaaata In alkaline solution, v^hen the oxidation ia
complete, the solution is acidified, the excess permiu^anate
and manganese dioxide destroyed with known oxalic acid oolu-
tion, and the solution titrated back to a Taint pfc* with
permanganate, She amount of permanganate used ia oxidizing
the lactic acid, first to oxalic acid and tinn to carbon
dioxide and water, ia found b* subtracting the permanganate
equivalent of the added oxalic acid from the total amount of
permanganate used. The weight of permanganate thus found,
multiplied by a factor (0.237) equals the weight of lactic
acid. The determination must be preceded by a preliminary
treatment with lead acetate followed by an ether extraction,
Both of these prescribed treatments are designed to eliminate
interfering substances, but, despite these, both malic and
tartaric arc measured as lactic acid if present in the original
material. The method lo old and probably is replaced at the
present tine by newer end simpler methods*
Using an alkaline permanganate oxidation similar to the
one just described, Qnodera {40) in 1917 determined the lactic
acid simultaneously with fomic and acetic acids. Of the throe
acids, lactic aoid is the only one to form oxalic acid by this
oxidation. The oxalic acid produced Is separated as the
calcium salt and is determine-' In the usual nonnor with per-
manganate. An ether extraction is ueceasury to separate the
acids from intorfcrlnc substances. The eeterminat ion is re*
ported not to be Influenced by small umotint3 of propionic and
butyric acids, but tl*> extent of interference of other ether-
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soluble cubstanoM 1b not mentioned.
Another specific application of tho dotermination of
lactic acid by oxidation In alkaline permanganate solution
is Wm one published by Ilartrann and llilliG (45) in 1033 which
conetltutoc a proposed official A.0.A«C* method for tho
determination of this acid in milk and milk products. Those
authors found that the method of Priodomonn and Oraoser (32)
(page 17) ie too exacting and that the successful determina-
tion depends upon too many factors for tlie method to be
recommended as official. As a result of this Investigation
by Kortmann and Hilllg, and others mode in the Department of
Agriculture In '/ashlngton, D. c., a recommendation was mode
favoring the oxidation in alkaline permanganate solution, and
determination of the oxalic acid formed. The inconsistent
results obtained by Hartwann and Killig, and as explained by
them, may have been due either to the absorption of lactic
acid in the heavy casein precipitate, or to certain difficul-
ties Inherent in the oxidation procedure, oince the same
I'Veidemann procedure hoe been successfully used on casein-
free substances by the present writer and others (3d, 32, and
33) it seems probable that the poor results must have been
caused In this particular case by the Inclusion of lactic acid
in the casein precipitate.
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% .Oxidation by Dichromate to Acetic Acid
Doctmae ho was not able to obtain reliable results
with either the gravimetric method of Kuna (6) or the oxida-
tion to oxalic acid according to a method similar to that of
Onodora (40) # Sfeborenyi (41), in 1917, origimted a method for
the determination of lactic acid in wine baaed on the oxida-
tion of lactic acid by potassium dichromate In moderately
strong sulfuric acid solution under a reflux condenser. The
acotic acid formed is later distilled and titrated with
standard alkali in the usual manner. On© mole of lactic acid
yields one mole of acotic acid so that the acidity of tho acotic
acid distillate is the some as the lactic acid content of the
original. Tartaric, malic, citric, and oxalic acids do not
interfere since they are oxidized directly to carbon dioxide.
However, volatile acids, alcohol, acetone, and certain esters
must bo previously removed by steam distillation. Thero is a
negative error of about 3 por eont due to the complete
oxidation of some of the lactic acid to carbon dioxide and
water.
The claim Is made by Szeberenyi (41) in connection with
the dichromate determination that lactic acid may bo lost by
ontrainmont in tlie distilling vapors. In an unpublished paper
Anderson (42) shows that appreciable quantities of lactic acid are
not lost during a reasonably long period of simple distillation
under either reduced or normal presouros. These distillations,
however, were not the steam distillations as prescribed in the
Saeberonyi method, which fact probably explains tho differing
conclusions.
In 1919, Schuppii (43), continuing tho work or
Sjscberenyi (41) on the dlciiromate oxidation to aootio acid,
round that the metlK>d was fairly accurate on solutions con-
taining tartaric, mile, succinic, and citric acids, but
reported that the method was unsatisractory ror the determina-
tion of lactic acid in wines, since the rosults were too high
when compared with rosults obtained by 'JoelInner 'a (1) Method.
Sucrose was shown to lnterforo if present in the solution
during oxidation*
In contrast to the failure of Sohuppli to make success-M determinations of lactic acid by the dlcliromate oxidation,
Scmichon and Plamsy (44), in 1932, reported that the sane
Method appears to bo satisfactory for use in noacuring the
amount of lactic acid in wines and fruit Juices. They found
that no lactic Qoid was entrained in the volatile acids
distillate If the procediuro tr&s followed exactly. They also
found that pyruvic acid and higher ratty acids wore cxldlaed
to acetic acid*
Gm OasoTaotr^c Method,
In the oxidation or lactic acid by permanganate in acid
solution, there rosults one mole of carbon dioxide aa well as
one mole of acetaldehyde per mole or lactic acid* Using a pre-
liminary treatment and subsequent oxidation similar to tliat or
l-rledemann, Cotonio, and Cchaffer (29) (page 15), two other
workers, Avery and Hastings (40), in 1931, found that a useful
but somewhat empirical dotormlnation of lactic acid in blood
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could be made toy measuring the amount of cartoon dioxide,
rather than the amount of aldehyde produced during the courao
of the oxidation. Since their reeulta on tolood wore somewhat
higher than those obtained toy the method of 1-riodemann,
Cotonio, and Schoffer (29) , which nethod had been ehown to be
opeciflo for lactic acid by comparison with other nethoda,
it was concluded that Dome aubotance prooent in blood waa
producing small but significant quantities of carbon dioxide,
The mount of thia gas ooened to bo constant eo that when the
proper correction factor waa applied to the calculation of
results, the results were comparable to those obtained by
other methods.
It ie recalled to mind at this point that Clausen (10),
in 1922, discouraged the use of a gasometric method, determining
carbon monoxide produced by a 50 per cent sulfuric acid
oxidation, because of the failure of such a raeaauroment to
be specific for lactic acid.
P. qplorlaofoiq Mothgdn
Sfoare appears in the literature a aeries of qualitative
tests for the detection of lactic acid in email quantities,
particularly for lactic acid in blood, tissue, and other
biological materials, bused on the color dovolopod by lactic
acid or its decomposition products in the presence of certain
specific color reagents. Since, for the most part, the methods
are only qualitative, no more than mention of then will be attempted
In tlxls paper. By tho addition of half a drop of a 2 per cent
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solution of guaicol undor described conditions, Ilartwig and
Soar (47) could detect the presence of lactic acid In concen-
tration of 0.2 per cent and less by the formation of a
characteristic red color. Fearon (40) used thiophene for the
development of a red color in the prenonce of acetaldehyde
formed from lactic acid. Drauor (49) used reeorclnol, and
Skkert (50) used pyrocatechol in teste similar to that of
Fearon (40), Lactic acid was detected by Oonauth (51) in
concentrations from 0*5 to 1*5 per cent by the addition of 15
per cent potassium thiocyanate solution, She orange or purplish
color developed by this reagent in the presence of lactic acid
is not discharged by mercuric chloride.
llendol and Goldscholdor (52) report a quantitative
colorimotrlc method using veratrolo* 'fhoae authors established
the fact that the amount ef color developed with this reagent
Is proportional to the anount of lactic acid present, and on
tills basis, they nade accurate comparisons with known standard
solutions of 'lactic acid, and thus proposed a quantitative
method for the determination of lactic acid in 1 c.o. of blood.
g. Miscellaneous ^othotlq
Convinced that the existing methods for the determination
of lactic acid were not sufficiently specific for the acid,
Phelps and Palmer (55), In 1917, attempted a more complete
separation of lactic acid from other organic acids. In the course
of their work they also introduced a completely different
ultimate neasuro of lactic acid. The separation from formic,
acetic, citric, and tartaric acids was made by means of a
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fractional distillation of tho ethyl eaters of these acids
and lactic acid. Tho separation from propionic and butyric
was based on insolubility of the quinine salts of propionic
and butyric in carbon tetrachloride. Lactic acid woo
weighed as quinine lactate following tho evaporation of tho
carbon tetrachloride filtrate containing this salt. Quinine
lactate was then further identified by its molting point.
Tho results reported varied from 05*7 to 101.0 per cent of
the theoretical in solutions containing considerable onounts
of tho other acids already mentioned*
^termination by jjfl|ftgj as sine S^MM long
and involved method for the determination of lactic acid in
tissue or blood has been described by Wolf (54) in 1914.
Proteins are removed by one of the usual protein procipitants;
the filtrate is evaporated to a convenient volume and extracted
with other) water is then addedj the ether evaporated, and
the solution filtered. The filtrate is treated with load
carbonate at 100°C« and again filtered! tho lead is rouovod
from this filtrate, which also contains the lactic acid, and
the solution treated with sine carbonate; sine lactate is
allowed to crystalline out; Is then dried at 110°C. and weir-hod.
Since it lias been more recently shown by Friedomann (30)
and his co-worhers that this nine lactate determination agroes
with the acid permanganate oxidation, and since the latter Is
by far the stapler for routine analysis at least, it is evident
that such an Involved procedure as Uolf »s no longer has any
value except, possibly, as an occasional chock on some other
method.
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Partition Ifofthod . In 1930, Y/erkraan (55), who was work-
ing on saturatod fatty acids produced by fomentation,
developed a method for tho determination of lactic and other
acldo In the presenco ofnot noro than on© othor acid by parti-
tioning botwoon leopropyl etiier and water. The water solution
of two acids is shaken up with a given anaunt of ioopropyl
©tlier and the mixture allowed to layor. Vrora a previously
determined partition coefficient and the titration of an
aliquot of the aqueous phase with standard alkali, a very good
approximation of tiae amount of lactic or other acid nay be
calculated* The advantages of t!ii:s method oro its rapidity
and ease of isanipulation, as well as the fact that its use
nay bo extended to the determination of any pair of acids wMch
ore soluble In water and In iaopropyl ether. Its chief
disadvantage is tlxat there can be no more than two acids pre-
sent if the determination is to bo successful*
In an attempt to lessen the severity of this limitation*
tho same worker (5G) 1ms extended tho determination to Include
a mixture of throe different acids instead of two as before*
In tho improved method, two different partitions are necessary,
using different proportions of water and other. The per-
centages of tli© difforont acids aro obtained as before by
titrating an aliquot of the aqueous phase with standard
alkali.
EXPERIHEHTAL V/OEK
A# General
1, Choice of Method
It was part of the original Idea of the present
investigation to apply a known nothod to the determination
of lactic acid in an unknown pickle brine, A glance at the
literature convinces one that a large am-unt of work lias boon
done up to the present time on the dotermination of lactic
acid in a number of widely varied types of materials, 80
mention has been observed, however, of the measurement of
lactic acid In a fermenting picklo brine, although materials
which should approach this substance in composition are
culture media, naturally fermented wines, fruit Juices, and
vogetablo products, all of which have been successfully
analyzed for lactic acid according to various methods which
appear in the literature and which have 'oeon reviewed in
this paper.
To obtain the desired measure of lactic acid in the
unknown solution, therefore, it was necessary to choose from
among the existing methods and apply the technique of the
method chosen to the determination of the lactic acid In the
material at hand*
The methods involving the isolation of lactic acid as
barium lactate aro known to be long and tedious, and at best
give results tliat aro only approximately corroot. Barium
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lactato methods, therefore, did not appear to bo the boot
suited for the uae intended. Gaaor.ietrlc methods lmve boon
criticized as not being specific and the us© of eolorimotric
methods applies chiefly to tlie determination of very small
quantities of lactic acid viioro otlier methods fail to give an
accurate moasuronent, so that these two possibilities were
eliminated. The method of Phelps and Palmer (53) which was
designed to be highly specific for lactic acid has its chief
advantage In its specificity, but requires the difficult step
involving a vapor-phase conversion of all the acids presont
to the ethyl esters. This and other difficult operations ren-
der tlie method Impracticable. V.'erkraan 1 s (56) partition method
is very useful for the analysis of certain culture nodia for
which use it was originally intended, but it is limited to the
determination of lactic acid in the presence of no more than
one or two other acids. Furthermore, these other acids and their
partition coefficients must bo known. Thoro is also the added
possibility of a variable partition coefficient in the presence
of the large amounts of salt found in brines which have been
analysed during the present investigation.
By suoh a process of elimination there remained only tin
possibility of one of thevariouo oxidation procedures. Of all
the known oxidation methods, the permanganate method developed
by Friedoraann and others (32) appeared to be the most likely to
give the best results for the following reasons* First, Wide
variations in amounts of lactic acid can bo determined, the
authors reporting successful determinations In solutions containing
from 0.045 ag. to 100 tm of lactic acid with an accuracy
of 97 to 98 per cent of the theoretical, Second, complete
infonaation as to the courcoa of error and the possibility of
their elimination* Third, comparative simplicity and adaptability
to routine analysis) iourth, wide variation In the types of
Material that can be analyzed.
Keeping in mind that the determination of the hydrogen
ion 1b not a specific determination for lactic acid in a
ferment where other acids may also be present, one must realize
that the determination of lactic acid depends on some cliemlcal
reaction that is specific for the lactate radical. For this
reason any determination for lactic acid other than titration
must also include all the salts of lactic acid as well as the
froe acid. Such a determination also measures any anhydride
or similarly bound lactic acid precursor which may be iresont.
That laetic acid anhydride or an anliydride-like substance is
present in dilute lactic acid will be shown In a subsequent
part of this paper. The term lactic jUgg then, when mentioned
In the future in connection with Its determination by oxidation,
will include salta and "anhydrides " of lactic acid as well as
the froo acid.
_
Poserintfon of Method Chosen
Since the method used in the irooont investigation was
essentially the same as that described in detail by rriodomann
and his co-v/orkoro (32) it will not bo necessary to %cludo
more tlian a brief account of the steps involved in the procedure.
The details are emitted. A measured amount of the unknown solution
containing lactic acid was acidified with sulfuric acid to
prevent spoilage by bacterial decomposition, and at the tiro©
of analysis an aliquot of the acidified sample was treated with
copper sulfate and calcium hydroxide, which treatment removes
sugars arid some of the di* and tri-basic carboxy aoido auch as
succinic* malic, tartaric, and citric acids, If present. The
solution, thus troatod, was made up to volut.io and contrifuged to
throw down the precipitate formed by the calcium hydroxide and
copper sulfate* An aliquot of the supernatant liquid after
centrifuglng was ready for oxidation* la general the aliquot
was so measured iu toe ontaln 5 to 10 rag. of lactic acid. In
cases where the standard lactic acid solution was used for
analysis no preliminary troatment with copper and lime was
necessary. The lactic acid in the prepared sample was oxidized
by permanganate at boiling temperature to acetaldehyde in a
solution that contained approximately 0.057 molar phosphoric
acid and 0.047 molar manganoua ion. The removal of aldehyde
vapors was effected by means of the aeration procedure as
described in Frledeiaaim»s earlier papers (20 and 30) rather
than according to the simple distillation method as recommended
in a later paper (32)* The latter distillation method was tried
but was found to give inconsistent results, in either case the
aldehyde was absorbed, as formed, in a solution of bisulfite,
and the resulting solution of bisulfite containing the bound
aldehyde was placed in an Ice bath until cool. During the whiter
months it was found convoniono to cool the aldehyde bisulfite
solution by simply placing the absorbing vessel containing the
solution on a ledge outside the window for a few minutes.
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Aftor cooling, the excess bisulfite wao oxidized, using first
etron
"
lodln ^ l&tor weak iodin mid starch, adjusting the
solution to the familiar faintly blue and point. Shis end point
is the so-called "first and point." The solution was then
returned to the ice bath and later made alkaline with sodium
bicarbonate to dissociate the bisulflte-aldehyde complex. The
faintly alkaline solution was titrated immediately with standard
iodin solution. Thenurabor of cubic continetors of 0.01 8
iodin used In this titration multiplied by 0,450 gives the
number of milligrams of lactic acid present in the scrapie. The
standard iodin was prepared for use, as needed each day, from
a standard solution of 0.1 1 potassium bi-lodato as recommended by
I^lodaaann (32), the purpose of this procedure being to overcome
the Irregularities due to the Instability of dilute Iodin solu-
tions.
A brief description of the jaatorlals used follows.
Complete procedures for making the reagent solutions are omitted
since these are described in detail in Jrledemann«a account of
the method (31),
Iodin » Merck's resublimed U.S.r.
lactic acid - J. T. Baker's U.r,.?,
Manganous sulfate - J. T. Baker's C.P. ffriSO*
. 211*0 (08
grama of tltia salt were used in place of loo grama of
MnS04 . 4H80)
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Phoophoric acid » J. T. Baker's C.P. 8G per cent ortho
phoapliorio acid.
Potaasium bi~iodato * 0. irederick Smith Go. Reagent
Quality.
Potassium iodide - J. ?. Baker*e c.P.
Propionic acid # Eaatraan Kodak Company,
Sodium bicarbonate • IT. T. Baker *s U.C.I'.
Sodium blauirite * J. T, Baker's C.P. mete powder.
Sodium carbonate - J. ?. Baker's Ct P«
Sodium thloeulfate - J. T. Baker's C.P.
Starch - J. T* Baker* a potato atarch
Sine carbonate - Baker and Adamaon'a C.P,
Zinc lactate. Pure zinc lactate was obtained by throe
successive reeryatalligations from an aquooua solution of zinc
lactate tliat waa Obtained by warming together 00 grama of
lactic acid and 34 grama of sine carbonate. After the last
recrystali ization the salt waa filtered on a Buchner filter
funnel and wasted with email portions of diatllled water.
The salt waa air-dried at room temperature and the nroduct thus
obtained waa analyzed for moisture, sine oxido, and "lactate*"
The amount of "lactate" was determined by the loea in weight
on corabuation of the anliydroua aalt. The result of the analysis,
together with the theoretical result a for 2n(CaHo0a ) a iWMfe
ore given In Table 1»
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TABLE 3,
Analysis of Zinc Lactate (Averages)
%0 (24 hours at 130°C.
ZnO (VJhite Ash)
"Lactate n (By Combustion)
Tli© rosults were slightly higher than theoretical for
zinc oxide and were correspondingly low for "lactate."
This fact would indicate that there was a small amount of
hydrolysis of the zinc lactate at the time of the last
recrystallization. Moreover, sine hydroxide, which would
be formed as the result of such a hydrolysis, loses one
molecule of water at 125°C., or 5°C. below the drying
temperature used In the determination, Therefore, the fact
that the analysis for water as woll as the determination of
zinc oxide was higher than theoretical is evidence that
zinc hydroxide was the contaminant responsible for the dif-
fering results.
Another possibility is that the salt was contaminated
with the salt of some acid with a smaller number of carbon
atoms than lactic acid. That the zinc salt of some acid
other than lactic acid might have been present is, hov/ever,
improbable because of the several recrystallizations. To
eliminate the error from the presence of zinc hydroxide In
the zinc lactate it was necessary merely to weigh out the
Found
10. 24^
27.43JS
G9.71J*
Theorotlcal
18.17#
27.35^
59.86^
sample for tho standard solution on the basis of the "lactate"
content of tho Material at Imnd rathor than on tho basis of
tho formula weight of pure nine lactate.
It ia to bo noted here that according to table 1, the
error to bo expected from the use of tho irapuro standard Is
considerably loss than the difference between the amount of
lactic acid known to be in solution and that found according
to tlie best of the results given in table o later on. It
appears, therefore, that tlie precaution taken in weighing out
the sample on the basis of the "lactate" content rather than
on tho basis of the furimila weight is not necoseory except
to minimise the offect of an accumulation of a number of
errors, most of which are negative.
It may be Mentioned at this point in connection with
the sine lactate standard that considerable difficulty woo
experienced in preventing spollago of tho standard lactate
solution made from tlio sine salt. Unless special precautions
are takon in regard to the proper storage of the standard
solution in a cold place, a bacterial or mold growth In-
variably sets in with a resulting loos In lactic acid content.
Such a decomposition had been under way in two different
standard solutions before the writer was aware that audi a
decomposition had been taking place. The use of those
dooompocod solutions led to several aeries of results which,
although they were lower than they should be, were significant
in the comparison of results obtained on the some cample undor
different seta of conditions, rriodemonn (31) has recommended
tlmt nine lactate solutions be kept in a refrigorutor to prevent
spoilage.
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At Apparatus^
The apparatus used for the oxidation of lactic acid
and the absorption of aldehyde was essentially the mom cut
the aeration apparatus doscrlbed by Frledoinann, Cotonlo and
Schaffer (29) in the original papor on the l*iedoxaann nethod.
A few determinations wore nado with a distillation apparatus which
was uood to approximate the conditions obtained by ;*iodonann
and others In the later papers (31# 32) In their distillation
iMthoda, The distillation apparatus consisted of a KJoldahl
flask and permanganate delivery tube similar to that used
in the aoration procedure except that a ono-holo stopper was
placed in the thistle tube to prevent the aldehyde vapors frora
being blown out through the ijernanganate delivery tube* Per-
iranganate was run into the thistle tube through a separatory
funnel Tdaloh was Inserted through the hole In the stopper. A
sinplo glace distilling head connected the Ejeldahl flask to the
uppor end of a srall Liobig-typo glass-walled condenser, She
snail end of an ordinary sugar tube was connected to the other
end of the condenser and the large end of the sugar tube was
placed in a 150 c.c. extraction flask which contained bisulfite
solution. She sugar tube acted noroly as an iiaprovlood delivery
tube which presented a large ourfaco of bisulfite solution and
therefore enhanced tlw> ooraplote absorption of all the aldehyde
vapors which distilled ovor.
All of the voluraotrlo glaasworo was calibrated and found
in nost cases to be sufficiently accurate to aako possible its
use in the presont Investigation without any correction. Where
the orrore were large, the proper 'corrections were applied.
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23, Uophafiisn, or the O^idatloft Reaction
It can bo ahown by a proceaa of elimination of other
poaolbllitioo that the moat serious errors In the determina-
tion of lactic acid In pure aolutlon by Frlodemann^s method
occur during the oxidation of lactic acid to acotaldehydo,
iriodomann (29) reported that tho error in the titration of
the acotaldohydo-blsulfito aolutlon la small and, therefore,
la not reoponaiblo in itaolf for tho failure to recover more
than 00 por cent of a known aolutlon of lactic acid. To
eliminate tho only other possibility, namely that acetaldohydo
is not completely absorbed during aeration, the prosent writer
carried out an experiment vsfoereby the atroaia of air ooninc fron
tJus absorption tower was bubbled tlirougli an extraction flask
containing 10 c#c* of bisulfite solution* The usual titration
of the contonte of this flask failed to reveal tho presence of
any aldehyde in the solution, proving that absorption in tho
tower wan oomplete. Theroforo, In order to explain tho low re-
sults there regained only tlio possibility tliat the oxidation of
lactic acid does not follow tho exact stoichiometric equation
written below:
CH»CH0H • 800H + 0 CU»CnO + G0» + IfeO
lactic acid KMn04 acotalilo- (equation 2)
Ijydo
Priodomann and his co-workers worked with a number of
variable factors in ardor to obtain a maximum recovery but,
as mentioned boforo, failed to obtain moro than 00 por cent
5C
recovery. As a result of their Investigation they recom-
mended an optimum acidity, manganous ion concentration,
and size of sample, as well as the use of the proper oxidizing
agent. It was the hope of the present investigator to
further improve the yield of acotaldehyde by a further con-
sideration of some of the points involved in the oxidation
mechanism. Actually, no further improvements have been
made, although certain observations have been made concern-
ing the reaction which seem worthy of mention at this point.
1. Comparison of the Relative Functions
of Manganese Dioxide and Potassium Permanganate
The original method of Iriedemann, Cotonio, and
Schaffer (29) described the use of an oxidizing medium con-
sisting of a dilute solution of potassium permanganate similar
to that used by workers before them. Priedemann, Cotonio,
and Schaffer found, however, that the presence of manganous
ion in the solution containing the lactic acid had the desirable
effect of increasing the rate of oxidation by the permanganate
and, for that reason, they recommended its use in the deter-
nination. The function of the manganous ion, they pointed
out, was to redtice the permanganate to manganese dioxide
as soon as it was added to the lactic acid solution. Manganese
dioxide, then oxidized lactic acid. The reduction of per-
manganate to manganese dioxide takes place according to the
following reaction:
(Equation 3)
illnoo it is tho manganese dioxide tliat is tho actual
oxidising agent, it is easy to soo why the presence of the
tnonganoua ion in tho oxidizing medium is effective in in-
creasing tljo rate of oxidation of laotio acid.
In a later paper, Friedcwann and Kendall (31), intro-
duced another chance in technique for tho purpose of im-
proving their results on complex biological materials* They
showed that it was more desirable to use colloidal manganese
dioxide in tho place of permanganate since extraneous
materials present in the lactic acid solution which wero
unaffected by inanganoso dioxide might yiold bisulfite-
binding substances if permanganate were used. The result on
lactic acid would be tho same whether permanganate or
manganese dioxide were used since permanganate, in the
presence of high laanganouo ion concentration, Is reduced to
manganoso dioxide before reacting with lactic acid.
Using tho regular Frlodemann procedure vfiiich lias been
described on page 30, a series of analyses was made by tho
preeent wrltor in order to compare tho results obtained by
the use of colloidal manganese dioxide in one case, and
dilute potassium permangaj-iato In the other. Tho preparation
of a stable colloidal suspension of manganese dioxide was a
source of trouble at the outset of this series of analyses,
Tho preparation described by Frlederaann and Kendall (31)
involving the reduction of potassium pomaneanato by sucrose
in alkaline solution was first trie!, but it was Impossible
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fri two different attempts to prepare a stable suspension of
laanganoae dioxide *hich was sufficiently concentrated to be
of wueh viae aa an oxidising agent, A third attowpt, using
the reduction of pernanganato by Monganous sulfate, yielded
a suspension which was slightly more stable and was sufficiently
concentrated for regular use. This last preparation appeared
to be nuch coarser than either of the other two but, in spite
of the apparently larger particlo alae, it appeared to be quite
stable* Although, theoretically, the oxidation is the none
whether the oxidising agent ia raanganeae dioxide or permanga-
nate in tne preserve of raanganous ion, tlva results In table
2 show that there la a difference of about 13 per cent In the
amount of lactic acid oxidised in a given period of tiao by
the two reagents.
ft
Araounts of Lactic Acid Oxidised by Coarse
JWattjgj dioxide and, by Potassium Penaairanato
^£voxidl?2d 5*" ^ of L»A« oxidised Eg. L,A, oxi-
,04 Ii Hn0« in 15 win, by ,03 a* mn&4 in IS rain, diued by .04
- in 30 nin.
''95 0.0C 0.93
V,92 9,07 Q,G9
7»5* 0«06 0,05
7«02 G,C7 8,90
0*17 0,94
0.99
7.03 (± .34) 0.01 (t .06) 0,04 (*,15)
The results shown in table 2, can bo explained by a
further consideration of tl»e facto Involved. 'Hie manganese
dioxide which was -used in this oxparlzaont was port of the
coar dispersion obtained in tlie third attenpt as previously
described* The rate of reaction of a solid such as manganese
dioxide depends, among other things, on t'm amount of sur~
face area available for roastion. Theroforo, as the
Manganese dloalde is more finely divided tho rate of reaction
becomes faster. The manganese dioxide which is formed in
the ease where permanganate is added to the solution in the
presence of xaanganous ion, is In a very finely divided state
and Is, therofaro, readily available for reaction with lactic
acid. On the other hand,, whore the previously prepared
manganeao dioxide lias beeone coagulated into larger particles,
the reaction with lactic acid is alow since a reaction is not
possible until there la some sort of physical breakdown of the
larger particles 1: to smaller particles. That the difference
between the results obtained using manganese dioxide and
potassium permanganate is one of reaction rates is brought out
by the figures in the third column of table 2 whore, after a
longer period of oxidation, the results more nearly approach
those obtained In tho second column. V/hy Frledeaann and
Kendall wore able to obtain satisfactory results which could
not bo reproduced by tho present writer may poosibly be ex-
plained by either or both of the following reasons! First,
tho preparation of colloidal manganese dioxide, which
Friedenonn and Kendall vised, may have been finely divided
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enough to approach tho conditions obtained where permanganate
Is added to a solution containing nonganous ion; second,
the size of tho sample used by Friodenann and Kendall was
smaller, in moot, cases, than wore thoao analyzed by the present
writer, which fact nay neon that the shorter oxidation purled
is sufficient for smaller sample o but not for the largor
samples* Tills last point, howovor, has not been confirmed
or denied by any experimental work, and thoroforo is only
hypothetical* In eithor case permanganate appeared to bo tho
bettor oxidizing agent for use in the present investigation,
The reason that dilute permanganate solutions have been
Bound to give bettor results than manganese dioxido suspensions
is easily explained* It has already been shown that tho reason
for the low results using a previously prepared manganese
dioxide suspension is that the rate of reaction of the relatively
largo manganese dioxide particles is slow* To speed up the
reaction and, therefore, to improve the results it is necessary
only to furnish finely divided particles of rmnganoso dioxide
which is tlie case where manganese dioxido is formed in tho
lactic acid solution by the dropwlso addition of dilute per-
manganate in tho presence of a high concentration of raanganouo
ion*
That the state of division of tho nanganoso dioxido sus-
pension Is important is shown in table 3* The manganese
dioxido used in obtaining those results was some of tho small
amount of satisfactory suspension ^lich was obtained in one of
tho two first attempts at making a colloidal suspension. The
particle also of this suspension was noticeably smaller than that
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of the mnganoao dioxide particles in the suspension used in
obtaining the results in tablo 2.
Cjible 3
Awounte of Lactic Acid Oxidised by Finely
J>jy34od jttHBWatta dioxide and by Feri^ganatc
j§ of Lactio Acid Obtained
by Oxidation with .03 If mOu
J4g# of Lactio Acid Obtained
by Oxidation with .03 IT K&iO*A Aft nfeS&ggjt_
9.61
9»Gl
Average 9«G6 Average
0.00
9.02
Q.OC
9.05
Thus, the results obtained using the nore finely divided
nonganeso dioxide more nearly approach those obtained using
permanganate them do the results u«lng the coarser manganese
dioxide, the difference being only 1.9 per cent In tablo 3
as compared with a difference of 13 per cent in table 2.
The importance of the particle sise of r.ianganes© dioxido
is still further shown by the following oxporteont. If all
of the permanganate to be used In one of the oxidations similar
to those in the second colurm In table 3 is added at once at
tlio beginning of the oxidation period rather than added drop-
wise, there results a mass of coagulated aanganese dioxide which
bocoraec Bonowhat dispersed on boiling, but which nevertheless is
rather coarse In regard to particle size throughout the oxidation.
In ouch a determination the remilt a arc Invariably low, in-
dicating a^in that this phyaical state of tho manganese
dioxide particles Is very Important In the oxidation of lac-
tic acid,
2* Tho Occurrence of Manganic Phosphate
3n the Oxidation Reaction
Burins the course of the preliminary ^orlc on the tech-
nique of tho method, it was noticed that there was formed
during the oxidation of lactic acid a grey or greyish-brown
precipitate, the composition of which was unknown at the ft**
it was observed. Later on, analysis of this substance showed
It to be manganic phosphate (J&iPO* • Ifco),
Madman (32) mentioned tho occurrence of suchVoy
precipitate but failed to describe either its appaarance or
position In the reaction* It was thought that the Isolation
and identification of this unknown substance night reveal In-
formation which would be valuable in working out the mechanism
of the reaction. Although the unlmowji substance actually
turned out to be the product of a aide reaction and not
necessarily a part of the main oxidation reaction between
manganese dioxide and lactic acid, a discussion of the compound
which was Isolated will be Included hero since, to tho knowledge
of the writer, such a discussion has not been reported in con-
nection with tills determination.
ftoacrip^on and Anatola of ftjjfl||| i»hosrtiato - The precipitate
occurred as a quite Insoluble grey or greyish-brown substance
which was very finely divided and which settled out rattor slowly
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from an agitated suspension, Mollor (57) has mentioned a
similar compound of manganese and phosphoric aold wlrlch loo
reported to be manganic orthophosphate (SfcPO* • H«0) #
According to his statements, manganic orthophosphato is a very
stable greonlsh-groy crystalline powder v;hich Is Insoluble In
water and which loses water or crystallization at 300 to 400°C»
No accurate solubility measurements have been reported,
A measurement of the approximate crystal else of the
precipitate was made posciblo by a direct microneedle examina-
tion, using a previously calibrated eye piece and a high power
dry objootivo* An examination of several dlfferont microscopic
fields indicated that the average diameter of manganic phosphate
crystals is between 0»001 and 0,008 millimeters*
A microscopic examination of the same precipitate in a
field of polorizod light, by ift»» Stevens of this department,
indicated to him that the crystal form of this compound belongs
to ono of the throe following clasoos of crystalline structures*
(1) monocllnic, (2) trlclinic, or (3) orthorhombic. She
crystals, according to him, could not bo ieonotrlc, tetragonal,
or hexagonal. His conclusions woro based on the fact tliat In
no case was there in any microscopic field a crystal which
ohowod complete extinction of the polarised light by rotating
the field through an angular rotation of 3G0°«
According to observations made by the preaant writer, the
compound goos into solution very slowly in the presence of
hydrocliloric add wliich. It 1c assumed, reduces the manganic ion
to nanganous ion in the process of solution* A hydroclilorlc acid
solution of the precipitate contained only manganese and
4C
phocplioric acid by a qualitative analysis, and & quantitative
analgia of this sane solution showed a ratio of grans of
r.mncanooo to grans of phosphorous of about 1.93, The theoretical
ratio for manganic phosphate lo 1*77* The difference between
1*77 and 1*33 night be due to experlramtal error, since only
very snail quantities of the pure preclpitato woro available
for analysis* but nore probably a large port of the difference
is due to tlie inclusion of nanganeso dioxide In the precipitate*
The analysis* in itself* lo not aufflciont evidence for the
conclusion that the co^ound la E»nganlo phosphate and nothing
else; but together with Hollar« deacrlption of a eitiilar
conpound and other eons iderationo which will he presented later
ont the evidence is considered to be sufficient to rmke It
convincing that tlie precipitate In question is manganic
phosphate*
The determination of phosphorus has been done In all
cases according to the niethcd of Truog (08) which involves
the reduction of phosphomlybiato to xaolj-bdenun blue by stan-
nous chloride* and a ooiaparlson of the color developed with that
developed by a standard plK>sphorua solution* lAxnganeoe was
detemined oolorimetrlcally b./ oxidation to pernanganato with
perlodate In strongly acid solution.
Solubility of Iconic PlK^nhafo^ It was found difficult
to obtain accurate information as to the exact solubility of
xaanganic phosphate either fron the literature or by experiment*
Thoao neasurerionts which were finally obtained* by experlnent,
ore described Imodiatoly following this paragraph* These
experimental noasureiaentr, are only approximately correct, but
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will necessarily be sufficient until better Measurements are
Mil
a* on© attempt to obtain an accurate solubility noaeurorient*
& ermll ajaaait of the pure precipitate was washed fro© of all
soluble substances ana the washed residue boiled la 100 c*e, of
distilled mtw for two hours under a reflux: condenser at which
tine the oolution mn aseutaed to be saturated with laonganic
phosphate* The precipitate bocsiie darker brown and coaraer
iiulieating sorao undeeriable ehenleal change in the constitution
of tli© saanganlo phosphate* She cljealcal change can bo shown to
be duo to hydrolysis of the raanganlc fcn* This hydrolysis was
recognised to he a probable aouroe of orror| but, regardless
of this situation, the eswunt of phosphate in tits saturated
solution was we&aur*- and fron thia noacurojient and the per-
centage of phosphorus In nanganic phoepJiato by previous analysis, t *
solubility of Manganic phosphate was calculated on the baaia
of the aaount of soluble mtorial present in the saturated solu-
tion* 2h© solubility thus calculated has boon found to be about
13 Milli^rtma of IfttfQ* 2*0 per liter, &* wmtloned before,
this solubility figure is recognise*; to be only e^roxiantely
correct, and la probably too high, since the hydrolysis of
Manganic ion to easts w>detwriaineti aangnnese oxide or hydroxide
will load to the presence of «ore :iioaphate in solution then
should normally be preeent in a saturated solution of suanganlo
phosphate*
Another determination of the solubility of rasnganic
phosphate wao rade Indirectly. Starting with the conditions
prescribed for tljo usual detornination of lactic acid, a aeacured
cjnantity of standard permanganate waa added very clowly to the
lactic acid solution until the firet trucoa of 62* groy«*»hite
precipitate of mnganic phosphate appeared* At thlo point the
aldoliydo-biflulfite receiving flack was reraovod and tlx© contents
titrated at. usual. The maabor of equivalents of permanganate
used was calculated end found to bo larger than the nuxibor of
equivalents of lodin necessary to titrate the bound bioulflto.
The difference between tlio nuwbor of oxidizing equivalents of
permanganate and of lodin mm assumed to represent the number
of equivalents of manganous ion that had been oxidized to
manganic ion* Since the addition of permanganate wao presumably
halted at the saturation point of manganic phosphate the number
of equivalonta of manganic ion present In solution at that point
ahould roproaent the solubility of manganic phosphate under the
oxistlng conditions. The solubility figure thuo obtained wao
found to bo eomowhero between #fl and 40 minigrame of manganic
pJiosphato per liter of solution* This figure io probably highf
also, because of certain tlioorotical assumptions that liavo been
mode and tihleh may bo incorrect, and also because of the dif-
ficulty in detomining at just what point manganic phosphate
begins to precipitate* It moat be remoiitoered that tlse first
solubility figure of 10 milligrams per liter represents the
solubility of manganic phoephato in pure distilled water while
the eocond, higher figuro rcprcaentc the solubility under
entirely different conditions, At any rate, it is safe to
assume that the solubility of manganic phoapluite in pure wator
and in solutions such as the one used in the oxidation of lactic
acid lies soiaowhero between 10 and CO milligrams per liter at
100Ocf The lower figure le probably more nearly the correct
ono.
was noticed during one particular series of determinations tlmt
IT the mmmati* were added very slow^ and each drop al-
lowed to react completely, no manganese phosphate was formed
until about 00 par cent of the lactic to*! preaent had been
oxidised to the aldehyde. Shin reoult wo* obtained using 10
t^Hgrama of lactic acid aa a sample. This observation can
be taken to man that until a certain minted concentration of
lactic acid haa been reaol*d, tactically all of the oxidising
capacity of the added permanganate or manganese dioxide haa been
utilised in the oxidation of lactic acid alone. Not until that
point lms boon reacted ia bivalent manganese oxidised to tri-
valent manganese by manganese dioxide.
m the proeeoc of the reduction of manganese dioxide by
reduclnc agents axmh aa lactic acid there are two posaible
valence forma which the reduced manganese may asauno. It ia
poaaible tlmt the reduced form of manganese may tovo a valence
of cither two or three, or both. If the trivalont condition ia
tfaa atable form for the majority of the reduced manganese lone,
and if manganic phosphate <HaPG4 ) ia as insoluble aa haa been
indicated, then there should be a precipitation of manganic
phoaphate by the phosphoric acid preaent aoon after the oxida-
tion begin*. Such a condition la not the case. Shis conclusion
points, therefore, to one of two possibilities : either tlmt
manganoae dioxide is reduced directly to the bivalent condition,
or, if reduced to the trivalent condition, there ia immediately
sot up the rapid equilibrium reaction I
22.ta*++ —± lfn++++ + I,!nM- (equation 4)
whore eome trivalent manganese ions spontaneously regonorato
tetravalent manganese at Cl» mm tl» that other trivalent lone
aw reduced to manganou* ions. Actually, it is believed there
is at all tfcada a condition of equilibrium between the three
forms as indicated in equation (4), the equilibrium, however,
being affected by the amount of lactic acid present, and that
trivalent manganese is not present in sufficiently large
quantity to be precipitated by phosphoric acid until tho lactic
acid concentration io small.
A diecuesion of tho equilibrium reactions involving
manganese in the two, three, four, and seven valence conditlona
was presented by Louner and Yost (59) in 1©34. Fosconden and
Itotam (60) described similar equilibrium conditions in 1936,
Their conclusions applied to present conditions indicate, as
eoneluded above, that either bivalent or trivalent manganese,
or both, can result from tho oxidation of lactic acid by
manganese dioxide.
The oxidation of lactic acid, then, takes place as out*
lined in the preceding paragraplis, until the concentration of
lactic acid has become so small that tho rate of reaction is
slowed up. At this point there is an accumulation of nanganoso
in tho totravalent condition, and a revorae of tho reaction in
equation (4) tolceo place, with tho result tlmt there is an
accumulation of sufficient trivalent manganese to cauao its
precipitation according to oquaticn (5) below4
Ito-M- + po4» —» I4n?04 (solid) (Equation G)
In connection with tho wart: of Louner end Yost it imy
too jaontlonod at this point that a cIw>rry~rod color, such as
that described by then aa being characteristic of manganic
ion coiaploxos, has boon oboex-ved from tiiao to tlno by tho
present writor In tho oxidations or laotlo acid by mongahooo
dioxide whore ther© lias boon an exooes of oxidising notorial
prooont, Tlio rod carapound. In this case, appoars to bo very
unstable, and no attempts luave boon mde ao yet by tliic in-
vestigator to isolate tlw> compound or malaa any lurtlier in-
vestigution into its nature It is very probable, however,
that tho rod color is due to the presence of cone nonganic ion
conploK, because of tho fact that its occurrence lias been
obcervod only in the presence of an excess of oxidising agent*
Kedmon (CI) has laolatod the chorry-rod manganic Ion complex
formed by oxalic ocid#
Kffect of r>o?,ublo Htoopitato on the Precipitation of
Mannanic I3wsphate« It was thought tliat the addition of large
quantities of soluble phosphate to the usual oxidation medium
rilfht, In come way, shift tho equilibrium conditions involving
tlio manganic lon« This shift in equilibrium conditions should
bo Indicated by the quantity of acotaldehyde produced as
compared with the amount produced by the usual oxidation* Dy
experiment there was a decrease of about 60 per cent in the
yield of aldehyde in all cases whore 5 or 10 crams of sodium
dUiydrogon phospliato wore added to the usual oxidation medium.
Tlila decrease at first appeared to be significant, but later it
was concluded that tlio effect was tluxt due only to a aocroane in
tho acidity of the solution because of tho buffering action of
the salt. The liydrogen-ion concentration has already been
shown by Friedcmann and his co-workers (29) to be an important
factor. This particular lino of investigation was followed
no further.
c
* Va* fl£ Piffwent Types of Oxidation Apparatus
%4 The Aeration Procedure
Tho aeration apparatus described in- the oricinal method
of Frledemonn, Cotonio, and Schaffer (29) was found later by
Friedemann and araeser (32) to be responsible for erroneous
results because of conditions which were peculiar to their
laboratory at that time. The difficulties encountered were*
First, the presence of aldehyde and acetone vapors in the
atmosphere of the laboratory andf second, as quoted in the
authors
» published paper, "an unusually cold supply of cold
water which node the re/lux condensers too efficient." Those
two conditions seemed to be sufficient roaaon for Friedemann
and Graoser (32) to discard the old aoration apparatus and to
incorporate the use of a 3imple distillation apparatus In its
place. As a result of investigations carried out by the
present writer, this change cannot be justified Tor the follow-
ing reasonst First, tho simple distillation apparatus cannot
possibly afford the desired elimination of vapors other than
acetaldehyde which are sometimes produced by the simultaneous
oxidation of foreign substances which nay bo present in the
unknown solution of lactic acid. Tho aeration apparatus makes
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possible at I©act a partial separation. These foreign sub-
stance* should not bo present if it is pocoiblo to eliminate
than, but if they are present, tho added protection of tho
reflux condenser in tho aeration apparatus Is a decided advan-
tage! Second, the choice hotweon tho two methods should not
be dependent on the proeonco of biaulfitc-blnding vapors in
the atmosphere, cinco it would bo extremely easy in Ifgfe a
caao to eliminate this difficulty by washing the indrawn air
in a solution of bisulfite previous to its passage through the
apparatus: Third, with tho lowest possible temperatures ob-
tainable, using water drawn directly frosa tlas public water
supply, it has not been possible to cool tho condensers to the
point where thoro is any indication that tho determination is
hatred by too low condenser temperatures* Fourth, using a
distillation apparatus which was at least approximately tho
same as that used by Wiedemann and Crasser (52), tho present
witer has been unable to obtain results which are at all con-
alatent or as high as those obtained by tho aeration procedure,
Tho reason for this failure to obtain good results with tlse
distillation apparatus is unlaiown, but it my be a question
of some dotail in the technique since irloderaenn and Kendall
(51) ropertod rosults of determinations using tho two different
typos of apparatus which tljay clained show a general agroonont.
A description of tho experimental work which led to the inclusion
of roaoons tliroe and four will follow,
X-qflueiice or tho gacporaturo of Kio Sondonaor v.'ator .
Parallel lactic acid determinations, using some of tho sane
sample in each caco, were ».iade according to tho usual procodure,
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in order to dotomi.no tlio Influence of tho tompornturo of the
condonsor water. In on© series tho water was allowed to flow
tlarough each condonaor at a rato of about COO e.o. por minute,
o
onterlng condonsor at 7 C # and leaving it at around 10° to
12°C. Tho temperatures of tlu influent arid offluent waters
was measured at two or tlireo-ainuto intervale on 100°C t thor-
nomotora. Those tbornomotors wore hold In pooltion in 150 c,e*
extraction flasks which wore so arranged in the system that
wator was forced to pass through one of thooo flacko imoodiatoly
before it entered the condonsor, and through another as it
loft the condonaor*
In the other aorloo all influent wator was passed through
a two liter Florence flack and heated, as it passed through
tho flask, with a Duneon burner which liad boon carefully
regulated so tho water was warned to a reasonably uniform
temperature, Tho temperature thus obtained varied from 17
to 21°Cm Water flowed through tho condenser at around 200 c.o.
per nluuto, and reached a temperature of around 20°c. boforo
flowing out of tho condonsor. Tho results printed in table 4
are sufficient to indicate tlxat there is no difference between
tlio determination mode using a warn condenser, and tlioao nado
using condensers coolod to a tom^ratiiro as low as 7°C*
Effect of Condenser Water Tenparuture on tlio
Analysis of Lactic Aold^
acid as determined by oxidation of 10
nlXlj^rcno in a imown solution using different coiidonaortorpcraaires
., ,
9.03 rj£« 9.03 sag.
9*06 9,70
9.32 9,00
0.04 9.01
9.70
9,73 9.77
• *
SSS (± .06}
Ffledononn and Graosor (32) dlil not Indicate at what
nliilriaaa torrnoraturo water entered tliolr condensers during
those deterntnatlons Milch ware influenced by the cold supply
of water. It Is barely possible that their supply v?as aotneviiat
lower In tenperaturo tlian that In tho writer *o laboratory* but
It la doubted that any further lowering below 7°C. would m-o-
duee rocults that are any different than thoee printed In table
4. It Is to bo concluded, therefore, from tlio evidence at
band, that i'Viodanonn and Cracsor (32) woro in error in their
ntatm.iont that a cold supply of condenser v/ator can be hold
rocponslMo for low results in determinations, using the aera-
tion procoduro.
Xnfluonco of pea 1,71 or Kaffrpr Condenser Uaed
,. Since It
was found tliat the temperature of the wator entering tho
condonnor wac not tl» factor which night influence tho ac-
curacy of lactic acid dotominationo by tho aeration procedure.
It uoomed worth whllo to extend tho investigation a little
furthor alone this line, and to determine whetlior or not the
dimensions of the condonsor parts woro a factor which could bo
varied without harmful offecto on the determination. One of
tho two condensers, (A) and (B), which had been In constant
uno up to tills point was replaced by anothor Hopkins type
condonsor (C) with different dimensions and a series of parallel
determinations run on tho two different condensers (B) and (C),
!Iho oxact j -
.
>asurorients of condonoors (D) and (0) are included
in tablo 5*
jgablo |
PSnmXVW yU&&m&fc and (C) in Millimeters
PtelPte? flttfifc. Diamotor Tpxm}
31 2G5 Condonsor D. 05 245
35 290 Condonsor C* 20 ,f55
The results from this oerios of parallel determinations
ohown in tablo 0 indicate tliat condensers similar in design to
(B) are probably tho more suited for the best results. In
general, the results obtained with condonsor (C) woro more
voriablo and woro apt to bo lower t.Uan tho results of similar
determinations on condonnor (13). Tho explanation of tho
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differences in results is not evident, but It can bo assumed
for the prosent that awall quantities of oootaldohyde wore re-
tained In tfce drops of water wMoh wore always observed to be
present as a result of condensation of water vapor over tlie en*
tire inside wall of condenser (C)« In ooaidenser (D), instead of
a widespread condensation of vapors on the vjuoIo interior of
the condenser, all of the condensation took place at tlio very
lower end of the Inside cold water jacket, thus allowing very
littlo ehario for retention of aldehyde in the condensed, vapors.
The results of parallel analysis, using the two different
condensers (f$ and (C) which follow in table C show that whore
possible It is desirable to choose a condenser with tiiO di-
ssensions shailar bo those of condenser (D) in which the distance
between the outer and inner condenser walls is as araall as is
reasonably possible.
Table 0
gftH of Condenser Besif?> on the p^pff^tlMu^J^^SL.^^
- Milli^'aius of lactic acid recovered fron the &icx> solu-
klo*4 s*^m different. tyi)e condewora,.
Condoivsfir li Contoisor C
0»40 G.3C
0,30 8,40
_
G.19
Averages (£ •OS) KB
Hie results in table G represent analyses nade on a partially
docomposeu sanpio of sine lactate.
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Sroa tSm to tiiao, one or two determinations woro mae
on eaupies of known laotio acid content, using tho simple dis-
tillation apparatus described aa page 32 for the purpose of
determining \&ethor tho results obtain** using the aeration
and distillation yttm&vom showed good ogroomut. Four dif-
ferent seta of analyses printed in table 7 are sufficient to
Indicate that results using the distillation ^thod are variable
and are apt to be lower than those obtained by the aeration
Method* As laentlonea before, the difference my be due to tlie
we of improper technique in the operation of con© detail in
tho distillation procedure* However, this p,int was not
investigated fiarther since for the several reasons already
indicated the aeration procedure seoiaed to be tho mro
desirable for general use.
Comparison of Results Obtained by /!«oretlon end
Pletitllatlon ,l*rocg&Egfl
Results are expressed as rallli&raias of lectio acid
, ,
found to bo nronont in t&o aem. aamilos
.
JtBQp* A , 2 Sar^lo 3 Sorjplo 4U
Aeration
gtyjj 9.G3 0.71 rag. 8.30
9,70 0»40
9,00
,
,
Distillation 0*S2 0#55 0*45 0*34
9,00 0*51 0*25
7,04
59
D* Sfroot of the ft?©fiOiio© of rroplonlc Acid,
in tii© DotorsairiatloJi of
The extent of tho error in tlio detornlnation of lactic
acid due to tho presence of a nunbcr of otlier compounds was
nnc of the subjects of investigation by i^riotlersann, Cotonio,
and Schaffer (29). They have rcado no raontion, howovor, of an
investigatIon of the interference of propionic acid, and since
it 1« possible for this acid to be present In sono of tho
pickle br5.nee to be analysed. It was necessary to establish
other or not propionic acid would bo noasurod as lactic acid*
The proof that propionic acid is notnormlly measured as lactic
acid b;- tlio usual pomanganate oxidation was demonstrated
easily and conclusively by adding G c*c* of an appra?„iinatoly
0#1 II solution of propionic acid to a solution containing a
known enmmt of lactic a*id and esrrylr,- out tlva usual deter-
r»ination* Two such consecutive determinations were node, and
.In both cases £he aaount of lactic acid present as :ioasurod
by titration of tho bound bisulfite, was oaoov;t;.ally the aoix)
as that found to be present without tlio addition of sny pro-
pionic acid, It can be concluded, therefore, tlmt propionic
acid, oven in relatively large quantities, does not hiterfore
with the dotermination of lactic acid by tho usual ponnanganato
oxidation procedure.
GO
E« Determination or lactic Acid in a roraentlng ricklo Drfoa
Irvine established a method of analysis which was be-
lieved to bo very nearly specific for the lactato radical, the
writer was In a poultion to determine tho amount of lactic acid
present in an unlmown pickle solution for the purpose of con-
paring the rosuito thus obtained with those obtained by ti-
trable acidity measurements on the same solution. -ror tlie
purposes of this comparison tho witor analysed nino different
brinea containing from 0,15 to 1*1 per cent lactic aoid«
!• Ascription of the Sar.ip3.oa Analyzed
There follows a description of the nine samples which
wore analysed for lactic acid, both by titration with standard
alkali and by oxidation with permanganate. Sample #1 con-
sisted of a representative portion of a dlll-picklo brine which
had boon held at a temperature slightly above freezing for
several months following fermentation. Yeast mlcrodorma and
other suspended material woro removed from the sample by fil-
tration through four layers of cheese cloth. This sample was
kindly supplied by tho Department of Horticulture Manufactures
at I^assacliusotto state College,
Sanplo #2 was part of tlie brine drawn from an actively
fomenting sauerkraut preparation at tho end of 40 hours fer-
mentation. Samples 0 and #9 inclusive represent tho brines
used in tlxe fermentation of pickle stock proparod on a commercial
basis, and wore kindly furnished by the D« M. Jowott Pickle Go,
at South Doorfiold, fclaosachusetts. These last six samples were
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drawn froti aoveral largo woodon fox^nontating vats twolvo or
nore foot In diaraet©r at a point about ono or two foot below
tho surface of the liquid in tho vat, with the oeccoption of
aaujplo #G Which was taken frow a point near the botton of a
vat in tho process of being enptlod at the tlno. All tho
vata imd boen hold in starago under noroal atmospheric condi-
tiono during tho months frow August 1930 to April 1937, with
tho ojecoption of tlio vat represented by sample This vat
had boon iiold under stellar conditions tlirouchout tho son©
period, and for at least one year previous to that. TIic vat
frow which sanplo $5 was taken contained fomenting cauliflower,
and all tho rest contained fermonting cucumber stock*
2« Dotomhuttlon of Titrable Acidity
She determination of the titrable or total acidity of
tho brinos was made on 20 c#o« of the sample moasurod accurately
from a pipotto* S3w> 26 c #c# sanplo was diluted with an equal
volume of distilled water and titrated with standard 0«1 II
dodium IjydroxMo, using phenolthaloin as an indicator* It was
found difficult to obsorvo tho cocaot andpoint because of the
development of a yellow color in tho solution upon the addition
of tho alkali* However, by careful dropwise addition of Hi
sodium hydroxide, and tho addition from tine to tine of another
drop of tlio indicator, it was possible to obtain results that
agreed in general within 1 per cont.
s« j&tWfrdflfttlpn of Lactic Acid by Oxidation
Tho usual oxidation procedure, vtilch lias boon described
previously, was mad© on an aliquot of each of the original
samples which had been previously treated In the prescribed
monner« In nearly all oases the condensers used were of the
sane dimensions as condenser (B) as described on page 50 and
In all oases tiioy took water directly from the tap with no
preliminary heating. It might bo mentioned at this point that
In thoso cases -whore a condenser of the type (C) was used the
results wore quito apt to be low and, at best, ware not con-
sistent with those obtained by using condonsors of the type
"his observation agrees with that made before, using
pxu^e known lactic acid solutions. The oxidining substance was
0 # 0SII potassium psraanganate in all cases,
4, Comparison of Titrable Acidity Measurements With
The Results Obtained by Oxidation
,
,
There follows In table 0 the results which indicate the
amount of lactic acid in the nine unknown pickle brines accord-
ing to titrable acidity measurements anil according to the deter-
mination by oxidation.
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Blffift iff
Lactic Acid Content of lilno Different Brines ao Measured
rJV. TltrabXo Acidity and Dy Oxldatfon,
Resulte aro orixrcsaod In grans of lactic acid per 100 c.c. of
oa^ut,lpn
i«, , , „ , t ^
Titrable
' Saqplo m O^ill HcUc tir'ino} <Wgg^
#3 (Sauorkrsut Julco) #XQ .10
$3 (Cauliflower brlno) .233
t!
1!
1 #4 (Stock Cucuabor Brlno) .04 .00
i #5 ( M * «04 .06
* #M " * * * v
bottom of tlio tank .94 1.10
n 09 (Stools Cucunbor Brine
Two Years Old) .42 .30
*
; ?$3 (Stock Cucuxibor Brino) .75 .00
».*>(««
" ^76 .03
It was t!i© thought at tlio outnot of this part of the
investigation tluit. If there wore to be a difference between
the results obtained by the two ulfforent noasurorients, the
quantity of lactic acid as laoasurod by titrable acidity would
probably bo liigher than the results obtained by the oxidation
method because of tho ;>resonco of other organic acids. She
figures in table 0 indicate, haworor, that such Is not the caeo.
It first spoored, therefore, tiiat there was eosac serious error
in one of the determinations until, in reconstructing sono of
i
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tho provlcfUii work, tlio evidence pointed to the nonanl occur-
rence in diluto solution of nowo ?-actic acid precursor \iflilcli
could not bo nousurod by titration, at roori t&jperaturo* Shin
observation was tlx> result of an attcaapt to prepare a standard
Q.IK laetlc acid oolution by titration with sodium hydroxide,
using phenolptlialoln as an indicator* In title attonpt* sodliaa
hydroxide was added until the typical faint pink endpoir.t was
nearly reached, and at thio point tiia oolution wac heated to
boiling to oxpel carbon dioxide* Thon in bringing tho solution
to tlio o:.:aot ondnolnt with eodiuu Ir/dro^ide, it was noticed
that tlio solution had boccsao decidedly rwro acid than before,
instead of woro alkaline as it should havo by loac of carbon
dioxide. More than this, tlio ondpolnt in tho final titration
woo uncertain, tlio solution becoming zaoro acid all tlie ftfmj
Lator, in dotox^iining tlio titrable acidity of setae of the
plcklo brines, tho sane somral tendency was observed, nasiely,
that tlio pickle brines becniao r.wro acid on being heated to the
boiling point. A oecond exact endpoint me not evident in the
brines, but si&b easily observed in tlio pure lactic acid solu-
tion^ o n tlio addition of an excess of staiidard alkali at tlio
time of heating* followed by a titration of the oxcese alkali
with standard hydrochloric acid after a period of 4 to 5 rtinutes
heating. By tills raeans it was found that tho total anount of
lactic acid present woo about 10 per cent higher tlian tho amount
found by titration at reora t exaporature. It appeared, therefore,
that there must havo been present in tho lactic acid solution
cono precursor of lactic acid which could bo titrated as lactic
acid only upon warning the solution. It is the contention
of the writer that this MM lactic acid precursor Ml measured
as lactic acid by the poreiwiganato oxidation leading to the
higher results by tliat nothod,
Tho fact tlxat lactic acid in wines my not all he in the
free state has boon mentioned before* In tho literature con-
cerning the defconriination of lactic acid in wines this pre-
cursor of lactic ac}d \WB always been referred to as a lactic
acid anhydride. That on anhydride can exist In dilute aqueous
solution in qucutioxuihlo^ however. A acre plausible explanation
of thie oboorvod phenc&ionon can be node by acsuialng the forma-
tion of a hydrogen bridge smaller to those discussed by Iluggins
(G2) in lOZQm Diifortunately liuggina did not report any ob-
servations on tho forriiation of hydrogen bridgea between nolw-
culos of lactic acid, but he did indicate that carboay croups
of cortain other organic acids show strong tendencies to form
condensation compounds. Tix© condensation products are foniod
be lihown by tho general formula below:
II
i
0 ' CWI : 0 N ,0 - 8
> c'
i
R
Figure 1.
In tliis compound tho hydrogen bridge is the link botwoon tlie
-Oil of ono carboxy group end tlso -0*0 of anothor carboxy groups
That a liydrogon bridge is possible in the case of lactic acid
in aqueous solution is only speculative, but if such a linkage
so
between tl» carbocqr groups of two lactic acid i*oleculos could
be acGuxaod to exist, tho prooe.uco or a lactic acid precursor
could bo explained without noaiming tho forimtion or on
anhydride In dilute aqueous oolutlon* The loss of acidity duo
to tlio liydrogen bridge linkogo of two carboy- groups is evident
frosa a glanco at figure 1*
VJhatovor may bo tito naturo of this ai&ydrldo-like lactic
&cid precursor, it has been shown to be &$WB&. in pure dilute
lactic acid solution, end, therefore, At is theoretically pos-
sible that this saw© subutanco nay be present in the pickle
brines, She Tact that, In attempting to titrate the pickle
brines to an endpoint in hot solution, tho solution becano noro
acid on being heated is evidence t'not tine substance is present
in significant quantities in the brines. An attempt was laade
to He&suro tho exact amount of the "anhydride" by titrating to
an endpoint in tho hot solution, but because of the absorption
of alkali by the colloidal jaatorial present in the brines it
was iraposslblo to obtain a definite endpoint* Decav.se of this
last uncertainty it is lr^oceible to conclude that all of the
difference is duo to the presence of an "anljydride", but it is
quite certain that, for the nost part, the high results ob-
tained by the oxidation proceduro can bo traced to the prosonce
of this "anhydride" and not to blio procence of cane otlier sub-
stance entirely unrelated to lactic acid.
It was roasonod tliat alcohols pai*ticularly ethyl alcohol,
if present in tlie brines might be iieosurod as lactic acid by
the oxidation* eliminate tlw possibility tlwt high results
by this Eiethod night be duo to the proaonco of alcolioln, it v/as
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necoGtsury °*&y to evaporate? a Measured portion oT tho original
brino to drynoao hi the presence of an excess or calciun
hydroxide and to wake an analysis on tho dry roclduo, Ouch an
analysis on two tilfreront oauplos producod rooulto tliat were
alnost identical with those nado on th» amtfl&& vhloh hod not
received this treatment* Shis ovldonco indicated* a o was cj£-»
pocted, that no appreciable civ-untltioc or alcohol wore present
In tho brines*
It is worthy or nation tiaafc in one case In sai.^>lo
tho titrable acidity was hl^lier than tlio aixsunt or lactic
acid dotornlned by oxidation* Iliis staple was taken rrcn a
brine that had boon rornenting only 40 hours* SSti ract that
tho oxidation detonahmtion la not Iil^ier than the titrable
acidity can bo taken to iaoan# thor roi O# that the "anhydride"
begins to rara only when Vh» solution stands ror a porlcd or
tino* In a^reet-ient with this theory Is tlx© ract tliat tho two-
year-old brine (sample 0) was tho enc vrhioh contained the
larnoct ratio or anhydride to £roo acid*
CO
X* Various nothods for the dotcrwinatlon of lactic acid
wore reviewed.
0| The porswHgpwmfce oxidation nothod for the determination
of lactla acid was studied in an attempt to Improve itn
accuracy*
3 # A proposed mechanism for tho oxidation reaction was
dosaribod»
4* The occummce of manganic phosphate In tho oxidation reac-
tion -.t,p din eras cod*
5, The use of the aeration typo apparatus was found to give
better rosultc than the use of tho distillation type
apparatus*
0* Proplonlo acid was found not to interfere with the deter-
mination of lactic acid by tho pornanGanato method*
7. She amount of lactic acid prooont in a series of repre-
sentative p icicle brines was found to bo caveator tlinn that
indicated by tho ordinary titration with alkali.
0» It \ms -oroposod that tho liigh recultc obtained by tho
oxidation nctliod are dttSI to a partial association of
lactic acid molecules such that all tho lactic acid present
Is not titrable with alkali*
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